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[01] [Anonymous]; Professeurs De C.E.T. Qui N'ayant Pas Le
Courage De Leurs Opinions, Se Sont Refugies Dans
L'anonymat. Manuel de Destruction Civique. Paris: M.M.,
Unknown. 8vo. Paper Covers. Pamphlet. Good. [2], 1-69pp,
[1], original paper covers. Small stain to upper cover,
otherwise fairly bright and clean. The politics of education at
French technical colleges, "l'ecole est le principal instrument
de reproduction de l'ideologie bourgeoise ... le lycee puis
l'universite produisent les cadres de cette societe capitaliste"
[003239] £35.00

[02] [Churchill, Winston S. (Ed)] The British Gazette. London:
H.M.S.O., 1926. First Edition. Atlas Folio. Unbound.
Newspaper. Fair. Each 4pp. Eight issues (complete) of the
government's newspaper during the British General Strike,
edited by Winston Churchill. All browned with some minor
chipping and tears, old folds, occasional light foxing. Number
one torn and chipped with small amount of loss to text with
some loss of sense, heavily repaired to inner blanks along
central fold, number six chipped and torn to spine, number
eight foxed to upper cover with old stamp adhered towards
title. Numbers one and two are blank in the middle, first
number as issued, second issue presumably an early issue
(there is another issue of the second number with news on the
middle pages). Woods, Bibliography of the Works of Sir
Winston Churchill, (2nd ed.), page 382; Smith, Remember
1926: 6 [003242] £75.00

[03] [French Maoism] De Nouveau Dans La Kiosques La
Cause Du Peuple. No Place: No Publisher, First Edition.
64mo (Oblong). Unbound. Sticker. Good+. Single sided printed
sticker, approximately 95mm x 65mm in size, no publisher, no
place (Paris?), n.d. probably late 1960's / early 1970's. Quite
bright and clean. Presumably issued by one of many Maoist
groups in France. Roughly translated it states 'back in the
kiosks - the cause of the people' [003235] £12.00

[04] [Funeral Fan] Freedom Fighters - Compliments of
Mutual Life Savings Life Insurance Co. (Home Office,
Decatur, Ala.) And The People's Funeral Home Athens,
Alabama. Decatur, Alabama: Mutual Savings Life Insurance
Co., 1969. First Edition. 4to. Unbound. Fan. Good+. Double
sided printed funeral fan, card size approximately 185mm x
195mm in size. Possibly slightly faded, rear browned,
otherwise fairly clean. Front with images of J.F. Kennedy, R.F.
Kennedy and Martin Luther King, with a quote from each
beneath, the reverse is a printed advert for a life insurance
company and a funeral home in Athens, Alabama. The
People's Funeral Home was established in 1965, traditionally
serving the local black community, as indeed it still does today
[003223] £75.00

[05] [Greenham
Common
Postcards]
Collection of
Eleven
Postcards of
Various Scenes
Relating to the
Women's Peace
Camps at
Greenham
Common.
London: ACME
Cards, First
Edition. 32mo
(Oblong).
Unbound.
Postcard.
Good+. Eleven
postcards,
approximately
155mm x
105mm in size, n.d, c.1990? All except one unused (see
below). A set of eight published by ACME, of the women at the
peace camps at Greenham Common; one published by P & J
Willmott, Enterprise Postcards, 1990, of two children with an
anti-nuclear sign; one by published by Leeds Postcards of a
woman from Greenham after 'keening' at the Houses of
Parliament; and one of a banner from Greenham, with an
account to reverse of the woman's visit to the camps at
Greenham. It is dated 2/12/[19]84, and she [Janet] notes that
she and her friends "walked 9 miles around the fence which
was tiring, but quite pleasant. There's still a lot of women
staying there, most of them are really ordinary (unlike the
impression you get from the papers), there are a lot of older
women too. Everyone was nice to us, and gave us cups of tea"
[003243] £25.00

[06] [London School of Economics] Small Collection of
Pamphlets and Leaflets About the London School of
Economics. London: Various, First Edition. Various. Paper
Covers. Pamphlets / Leaflets. Good. Small collection of
pamphlets / leaflets relating to the London School of
Economics - 1. Clare Market Review, Vol. 62, No. 2, 49pp, [3],
n.d.; 2. Link Arms With Our Comrades at LSE, [1]p, by the
Revolutionary Socialist Student Federation, n.d.; 3. Report:
Crisis at LSE, 5pp, [1], Socialists in Higher Education, 1969; 4.
Exams!, [2]p, Socialist Society, n.d.; 5. L.S.E.'s New Director A Report on Walter Adams, 18pp [of 19pp], [Members of the
Labour and Socialist Societies of the LSE], [1966], lacking final
leaf (the bulk of the appendix and the blank lower cover); 6.
LSE - What it is: and how we fought it, [2], 24pp, [2], Agitator,
1967 and 7. Lessons from LSE: A Communist Perspective,
28pp, LSE Branch of the Communist Party, [1973] (Cope
3355). Mainly related to the protests of the late 1960's and
especially the protests against the appointment of Walter
Adams as Director of the LSE [003233] £50.00

[07] [Lottery Puffs] Five Lottery Puffs / Adverts. No Place:
No Publisher, First Edition. Various. Unbound. Ephemera.
Good. Five lottery puffs, various sizes - 1. The drift of this
Ladder to well comprehend, Take a Paddy's advice, and begin
at the end, approximately 95mm x 220mm in size, c.1810?,
laid down with small amounts of loss; 2. Approximately 90mm
x 150mm in size, small tear to right hand side; 3. How to Get
up in the World, approximately 85mm x 185mm in size, slightly
chipped to foot with tiny amounts of loss; 4. New Year's Grand
State Lottery, approximately 110mm x 185mm in size,
Middlewich (Cheshire), one or two spots of foxing and 5. New
Lottery Scheme, approximately 95mm x 230mm in size,
Manchester, c.1826?, lightly stained (announces that lotteries
will cease for ever at the conclusion of the present Drawings,
so probably 1826) [003237] £25.00

[08] [Medical Marijuana Poster] Ease the Pain! From Cancer,
Arthritis, AIDS and Other Painful Conditions - Support
Medical Marijuana. No Place: No Publisher, Unknown.
Elephant Folio. Unbound. Poster. Good+. Single sided printed
poster on card, approximately 330mm x 480mm in size, n.d.
late 1990's? Corners slightly curled, very minor wear to
extremities, but generally quite bright and clean [003238]
£30.00

[09] [North Shields Mechanics Institution] Festival to
Commemorate the Laying of the Foundation Stone of a
New Tradesmen & Mechanics' Institution. North Shields:
Tulloch, J.G., 1857. First Edition. 64mo (Oblong). Unbound.
Ticket. Good+. Single sided printed ticket, approximately
110mm x 70mm in size. Lightly browned, otherwise quite bright
and clean. Ticket to the festival commemorating the new
Mechanics' Institute, at the Albion Assembly Rooms in North
Shields, dated Tuesday, May 19th, 1857, with a quote by
Tennyson to foot. The printer was J.[ohn] G.[raham] Tulloch,
see Hunt, C.J., The Book Trade in Northumberland and
Durham to 1860, page 90. The Mechanics Institute is located
on Howard Street by the junction with Saville Street, North
Shields. It was built 1857-1858, designed by John Johnstone,
with possible later alterations by John Dobson. It became the
first free library on Tyneside in January 1870, when the
Mechanics Institute was amalgamated with the Literary and
Philosophical Society collection. The laying of the foundation
stone seems to have been quite a large event, with about six
hundred people attending, and it being the subject of the best
part of a page in the Illustrated London News, on May 30th,
1857 [003225] £45.00

[10] [Peace and Anti-War Society] Membership Certificate of
a Peace and Anti-War Society. ill. Aikman, A.T. After Scott,
W.B. No Place: No Publisher. First Edition. 8vo (Oblong).
Unbound. Membership Certificate. Good. Single sided printed
membership certificate, approximately 230mm x 200mm in
size, n.p. but probably London, n.d. c1840? Browned, creased
to top edge, small closed tear to centre of top edge just
catching image but with no loss, light staining to right hand
side. Membership certificate, though not filled in, for a peace
and anti-war society, the object of which was to "diffuse
information tending to show that war is inconsistent with the
spirit of Christianity". The design was by W.[illiam] B.[ell] Scott,
a Scottish artist and a friend of Rossetti's, and was engraved
by A.[lexander] T. Aikman (see Benezit, volume one, page 12)
[003230] £100.00

[11] [Religious Satire] 1853. Celebration of the Fifth of
November! A Programme of the Grand Anti-Protestant
Pharasaical-Jesuitical-Papistical-PuseyeticalPyrotechnical Display of Fireworks Etc Etc. No Place: No
Publisher, 1853. First Edition. Folio. Unbound. Broadside.
Good+. Single sided broadside, approximately 480mm x
380mm in size, no publisher or place. Lightly browned with
minor staining and light offsetting, creased from old folds,
small amounts of remnants from elsewhere to central fold of
reverse, otherwise fairly bright. Appears to be an anti-Catholic
satire appearing in the format of an advertisement for a
panorama, aimed at Pusey and others associated with the
Oxford Movement, Exeter is mentioned three times, so
possibly published there? Not in COPAC [003236] £150.00

[12] [Welsh Radicalism] Wilson and Kissinger
Representitives [sic] of English and American Imperialism
Lackies [sic] of Capitalism Go Home You are Not Wanted
in Wales. Cymru Goch. First Edition. 4to. Unbound. Pamphlet.
Good. Two items, n.p. but probably Cardiff, n.d. but probably
1975 - 1. A double sided 'wanted' poster and 2. A six page
document on 'A Question of Freedom'. Lightly browned, with
small nicks and tears, lightly creased, the document held
together with a paper clip, with associated creasing. Cymru
Goch, a self described 'Welsh Revolutionary Socialist
Organisation', were protesting against the awarding of the
freedom of Cardiff to George Thomas and James Callaghan
(both Cardiff M.P.'s), at a ceremony which would also be
attended by Harold Wilson and Henry Kissinger. The reverse
of the 'wanted' poster proclaims that the four were 'wanted
alive or dead'. The two men were awarded the freedom of
Cardiff in 1975 [003232] £35.00

[13] Barrot, Jean; Eliot, Karen [Home, Stewart]. What is
Situationism. London: Unpopular Books, 1987. First Thus.
8vo. Card Covers. Pamphlet. Good. [3], 4-54pp, [2], original
card covers. Spine slightly faded, slightly rubbed to
extremities, internally quite bright and clean. With an appendix
by 'Karen Eliot' (Stewart Home). Ford, The Realization and
Suppression of the Situationist International - An Annotated
Bibliography, 1972-1992, 5. The V&A and the BL have a later
(1991) US edition, this edition not in COPAC [003241] £15.00

[14] Brett, R. Dallas. Usury in Britain. London: St. Boltoph
Publishing Co. Ltd., First Edition. 8vo. Hardback. Good+ / Fair.
[10], 11-144pp, original cloth in DJ, n.d. but c.1946. DJ slightly
trimmed, spine lightly browned, some chipping to spine ends
and corners with small amount of loss, significant closed tear
across upper panel, with a couple of smaller closed tears to
upper and lower panels, light foxing to edges of text block,
small spot of staining to the fore-edges of a few pages,
otherwise internally quite bright and clean. An examination of
the "stranglehold which big finance has obtained on the whole
of our British economy" [003222] £45.00

[15] Dawes, E.N. Ancient Town of Winchelsea - Gunpowder
and Fireworks. Caution! Rye: Taylor, 1861. First Edition.
Folio. Unbound. Broadside. Good+. Single sided printed
broadside, approximately 210mm x 340mm in size. Small nick
to right hand side, corners slightly turned, very minor creasing,
otherwise bright and clean. Broadside, dated 24th September,
1861, noting that the Justices in Special Petty Sessions are
authorised to license places for the making, keeping and
selling of fireworks and that persons wishing to apply for such
a license must give fourteen days notice in writing. The printer
was [David] Taylor, of 26 High Street, described in the BBTI as
a printer, bookseller, stationer, librarian/owner of circulating
library, as well as an insurance and stamp agent. Not in
COPAC [003226] £95.00

[16] Jorn, Asger; Tompsett, Fabian (Trans.) Open Creation
and Its Enemies With Originality and Magnitude (on the
System of Isou). London: Unpopular Books, 1994. First Thus.
8vo. Card Covers. Pamphlet. Good+. ISBN: 1871593204. [3],
4-47pp, [1], original card covers. Quite bright and clean. First
published in Internationale Situationniste No's 4 and 5 (1960),
the first English edition was published by the London
Psychogeographical Association in 1993 in an edition of fifty
copies [003240] £35.00

[17] Locke, John; Hollis, Thomas (Ed) Two Treatises of
Government. ill. Cipriani, F.B.. London: A. Millar et al, 1764.
First Thus. 12mo. Full Calf. Good. [13], 2-416pp, full calf,
recently rebacked, raised bands, spine in six panels, leather
title label to second panel, double fillet border to covers.
Corners bumped and worn, with some loss to leather,
generally rubbed. Internally lightly browned, evidence of
bookplate removal from front pastedown, date to head of title,
one or two marginal lines, but generally fairly clean, first
signature misbound but complete. With folding portrait
frontispiece of Locke with cap of liberty beneath by F.B.
Cipriani. First Hollis edition. For Hollis see Bond, Thomas
Hollis of Lincoln's Inn - A Whig and His Books. Yolton 35
[003228] £250.00

[18] Manchester Greenham Common Womens Support
Group. You Can't Kill the Spirit / Listen to Your Heart WITH
Yesterday's Children. Unknown: Manchester Greenham
Women Support Group, First Edition. 12mo. Unbound. Record.
Good. Double sided seven inch single, sleeve approximately
180mm x 180mm in size, n.p. but probably Manchester, n.d.
c.1983? Covers very lightly soiled, slightly rubbed, but
generally clean. Record with a few surface scratches, but
appears in decent order (unplayed as I don't have a record
player). Unusual piece of Greenham Common memorabilia,
with the lower cover announcing that "this song is very special
for the very many women who have sung it. We hope you will
not be offended by hearing it in this way ... all profits will go
towards promoting direct action in Europe to halt the nuclear
arms race" [003224] £15.00

[19] Maxton, Annie D. East Renfrew By-Election 1940 Candidature of Annie D. Maxton - I.L.P. Stop War
Candidate - Election Address. Glasgow: John Easdon, 1940.
First Edition. 4to. Unbound. Pamphlet. Good. [4]p pamphlet.
Lightly browned and lightly dust stained to margins, tears with
tape 'repairs' to top edges and corners, light staining from
paper clip to lower wrapper. Interesting anti-war ILP election
pamphlet. Annie Maxton, a teacher, and the younger sister of
James Maxton, was Chair of the Scottish Divisional Council of
the ILP. The only other candidate in the by-election was the
Unionist Guy Lloyd, who received nearly 81% of the votes
[003229] £25.00

[20] Projektgruppe Technologie Munchen. PTM Info. Munich:
Projektgruppe Technologie Munchen, 1972. First Edition.
Elephant Folio. Paper Covers. Newspaper. Good. 30pp, with
double sided broadsheet supplement, a single issue of PTM
Info, approximately 295mm x 420mm in size. Edges lightly
browned, slightly rubbed and creased with spots of light foxing,
upper cover with small amount of staining to top right hand
corner, but generally fairly clean. PTM Info was the journal for
students of engineering and natural sciences at the technical
college in Munich. This issue, number five, dated May 1972,
has a front cover with pictures of Thomas Weissbecker, Georg
von Rauch and Petra Schelm, members of various radical
groups including the RAF and 2nd June Movement, all
murdered by the German police in 1971/2 [003234] £35.00

[21] Russell, Dora; [Russell, Bertrand] Parliamentary General
(Chelsea) Election - November 15th, 1922. London: H.W.
Talbot, 1922. First Edition. 4to. Unbound. Pamphlet. Good.
[4]p, pamphlet. Creased, with a couple of small nicks,
otherwise fairly bright and clean. Address by Dora Russell,
wife of Bertrand, on his behalf, appealing for people to vote for
him in the 1922 General Election. Russell was unsuccessful,
with the Unionist Samuel Hoare getting nearly 75% of the
votes cast, he stood again the following year but was again
comfortably defeated [003231] £30.00

[22] Whitford, Frank; Reid, Norman (Foreword) Eduardo
Paolozzi. London: The Tate Gallery, 1971. First Edition. 8vo.
Hardback. Good+ / Good. [4], 5-112pp, original boards in DJ.
DJ rubbed and lightly
soiled to extremities with
slight lifting to laminate,
foxing to pastedowns and
endpapers, light foxing to
half-title, otherwise
internally quite bright and
clean. Catalogue of an
exhibition at the Tate in
1971. With the card
bookmark in the shape of
a US G.I.'s boot [003227]
£35.00

